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How My Heart Sings

1. How My Heart Sings  4:59
(Earl Zindars) Zindars Publishing Co.-BMI

2. I Should Care  4:46
(Cahn-Stordahl-Weston) Cahn Music/Hanover Music/
Stordahl Music-ASCAP

3. In Your Own Sweet Way  6:58
(Dave Brubeck) Derry Music Co.-BMI

4. Walking Up  4:58
(Bill Evans) TRO-Acorn-BMI

5. Summertime  6:03
(Gershwin-Heyward-Gershwin) Chappell & Co. Inc./
Gershwin Publ.-ASCAP

6. 34 Skidoo  6:21
(Bill Evans) TRO-Acorn-BMI

7. Ev’rything I Love  4:16
(Cole Porter) Chappell & Co.-ASCAP

8. Show-Type Tune  4:26
(Bill Evans) TRO-Acorn Music-BMI

BONUS TRACKS

9. In Your Own Sweet Way 
(Take 2, alternate)  5:54

10. 34 Skidoo (Take 9, alternate)  6:26

11. Ev’rything I Love (Take 2, alternate)  4:20

*PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED

*

*

After his brilliant young bassist Scott LaFaro died in an automobile crash in July

1961, Bill Evans lapsed into melancholia, with all of its forebodings, gloom and

lassitude. His trio with LaFaro and drummer Paul Motian had accomplished

what Evans imagined for years before he encountered LaFaro. The following

conversation is included in a CD of impromptu mid-1950s performances with his friend the multi-

instrumentalist Don Elliott (Tenderly, An Informal Session—Milestone). The two had just finished a

spontaneous duet in which they achieved swing without establishing an obvious beat.

Evans: “I like to blow free like that, with no ‘four’ going, but you know where you’re at. It’s crazy.

If everybody could do that, if the bass could be playing that way—why not?—drums could just . . .”

(He vocalizes in imitation of a drummer playing free.)

Elliott: “That’s right; doesn’t have to help you.”

Evans: “Not if everybody feels it, man.”  

Evans, LaFaro and Motian felt it. LaFaro’s innate understanding of Evans’s way of opening up

harmonies—the pianist’s so-called “rootless” chords—freed him to interact above, below, in and

around his leader’s playing. Motian’s drumming was subtle, but tough and flexible as spring steel

as he moderated the potential imbalance between Evans’s lyricism and LaFaro’s frequent

aggressiveness.  With the albums they made in the year and a half before LaFaro’s death, they

changed the concept of the piano trio. Portrait in Jazz, Explorations, Sunday at the Village

Vanguard and Waltz For Debby (all for the Riverside label), set new levels of aspiration for pianists

and new standards for jazz piano trios. Listening intently to one another and reacting while

swinging loosely, the three achieved a level of freedom binding them so closely that the music

often sounded like the product of one mind. 

The loss of LaFaro sent Evans into deep depression. Motian said later that the pianist did not



perform for six months. Evans confirmed that during the period he rarely touched the piano, even
at home. His close friend Gene Lees wrote in his JazzLetter, “After LaFaro’s death, Bill was like a
man with a lost love, always looking to find its replacement.” Through the autumn of 1961 and
into the next year, Evans made a few sideman appearances on other peoples’ records and a
glorious duo album, Undercurrent, with guitarist Jim Hall. Mostly, however, he kept to himself
at home. Finally, in the spring of 1962, Evans revived the trio with Motian and a new bassist,
Chuck Israels.

Evans had known Israels since the bassist’s student days at Brandeis University, where the
pianist played his celebrated solo on “All About Rosie” with George Russell at the 1957 Brandeis
Jazz Festival. During his time on campus he heard Israels in a trio with pianist Steve Kuhn and
drummer Arne Wise, both of whom also attended universities in the area. According to Evans
biographer Peter Pettinger, “Evans had felt Israels’s affinity to his wavelength” and Israels knew
“intuitively that he was likely to be Bill Evans’s next bass player.” Four years later Israels’s friend
LaFaro was gone. After Israels got the call, his first engagement with Evans and Motian was at an
obscure club in Syracuse in upstate New York. There were other road gigs, also below the radar.
When Evans was satisfied that the group had gelled, they went into the Hickory House in
Manhattan for an extended stay. They also played at Birdland and the Village Vanguard.

Israels told me in 2012 that he had no intention of attempting to replicate LaFaro’s approach,
which could be technical and forceful, even gladiatorial. He said that his goal was to integrate
himself into “Bill’s really beautiful distribution of varied rhythms” within his improvisations and his
“absolute integrity of the pulse.” “Bill is almost in a class by himself in that respect,” Israels said.
“The only one who comes close is Sonny Rollins at his best, on things like ‘Blue Seven.’ That was
just fascinating to me, and I was always able to understand intuitively what he was doing
rhythmically. I did not have a great grasp of the harmony at that point. He really had to lay that
all out for me, but the rhythms were somehow in my body and my mind and my understanding of

how things went, and that was what made it possible for me to join that group.” 
The new Evans trio’s first recording was in early May 1962 as the rhythm section for flutist

Herbie Mann’s Atlantic album, Nirvana. Mann’s soporific playing at the date did little to inspire
the trio, although in Cole Porter’s “I Love You,” Evans managed to conjure the rhythmic magic that
Israels admired. Ten days later, Evans and producer Orrin Keepnews decided that it was time for
a return to the Riverside studio for a ballads album. Israels recalls that Keepnews wanted to avoid
any possibility of studio torpor that might result from of a succession of tunes at slow tempos. 

“Orrin wanted to do an all-ballads album,” Israels said, “but he didn’t want to record just
ballads because he thought it would be not invigorating and a little bit all the same. So, he
started to make two records at the same time and extract ballads.”

Now at home with one another, in three sessions from mid-May to early June the trio
recorded 16 songs. Half of them made up the ballad collection Moonbeams (OJC-33718).
How My Heart Sings contains the other h  alf. In his notes for the original LP issue, Evans wrote,
“Moonbeams…was the first trio album I had recorded which was entirely of a ballad nature.
Conversely, the selections represented here are primarily of a more ‘moving’ kind, though there is
in the trio’s approach to all material a desire to present a singing sound. Hence, the title of the
album, despite its intended program of faster swinging vehicles.”

The title piece is by Earl Zindars (1927-2005), a classical composer who also wrote quality
songs in the popular style. Evans treasured Zindars’s work. He had included “Elsa” in two albums,
one by the trio and one with Cannonball Adderley. Evans would go on to record Zindars’s “Mother
of Earl,” “Quiet Light,” and “Sareen Jurer.” “How My Heart Sings” achieves the neat trick of a 4/4
bridge in a waltz. Evans’s own “34 Skidoo” borrows Zindars’s concept of a straight-time bridge in
a 3/4 piece. “Skidoo” and the other Evans compositions here, “Walking Up” and “Show-Type
Tune,” were new to Israels and Motian and, in a sense, to Evans himself. He had never played
them as trio pieces. It was his practice to present his sidemen with material they hadn’t



rehearsed. He knew that they had the technical and creative gifts to rise to the challenge of his
new music and the standard tunes he called at the sessions. 

By 1962, Dave Brubeck’s “In Your Own Sweet Way” had become a standard following the
composer’s own recordings and a boost from Miles Davis, who included it in one of his albums.
We hear both takes of the tune. Israels sets up “Summertime” with an introduction that,
without imitating Gershwin, suggests George Gershwin’s lead-in to the famous aria from Porgy
and Bess. Evans’s sprightly solo on the piece indicates that his depression was lifting. The first
phrase of improvisation in his solo chorus of “I Should Care” is an object lesson in the “really
beautiful distribution of varied rhythms” that the young Israels found so moving. It is clear from
the interaction and rhythmic displacements in Cole Porter’s “Everything I Love” that Evans and
Israels were developing a shared concept that was quite different from that of Evans and LaFaro.
This reissue includes bonus takes of “Everything I Love” and “34 Skidoo.” Neither version has
been previously issued.

Motian’s brush work reminds us of why this most painterly of drummers was influencing a
generation of followers. Though Motian would soon move on, Israels and Evans worked together
for five more years in one of the most productive partnerships of Evans’s regrettably short
career. He died in September of 1980 at the age of 51, having profoundly altered the course
of jazz piano. 

—Doug Ramsey
April 2013

Doug Ramsey is the author of the award-winning Take Five: The Public and Private Lives of Paul Desmond. A winner of the Jazz
Journalists Association Lifetime Achievement Award and two ASCAP Deems Taylor awards, he blogs about jazz and other
matters at Rifftides, www.dougramsey.com

Notes by Bill Evans
With comments by Orrin Keepnews

his record is the second to come from sessions done in May of 1962 on which I worked with Chuck Israels and Paul
Motian. The previously released LP from these dates, titled Moonbeams was comprised of material selected for its mood
quality and was therefore the first trio album I had recorded which was entirely of a ballad nature. Conversely, the

selections represented here are primarily of a more “moving” kind, though there is in the trio’s approach to all material a
desire to present a singing sound. Hence, the title of the album, despite its intended program of faster swinging vehicles.

(Comment #1: I might add that this project was the first time I had ever specifically set out to produce two albums

by the same group at the same time. I felt that while both an all-ballads and an almost-all-swinging album were valid and

unusual ideas for Evans Trio LPs, to record a string of similar tempos in a row might handicap the musicians, perhaps

leading to diminishing effectiveness. So we proceeded with seeming haphazardness through the pre-planned repertoire,

coming eventually to the almost-simultaneous completion of two separate albums. ̶O.K.
The title song, “How My Heart Sings,” is another waltz by Earl Zindars, who composed “Elsa” (recorded by my trio on the

album Explorations; and on the LP Know What I Mean by a Cannonball Adderley quartet in which I played). There is a delightful
4/4 interlude in this tune framed by a most lyrical line in 3/4. Earl, a very fine symphonic percussionist as well as a jazz
drummer, is also a composer of extended works for string quartet, brass ensembles, symphony orchestra, etc. and, as is
evidenced here, is a songwriter of outstanding merit.

About the rest of the material, I feel I need not elaborate: the standards are well known and the originals will pose no
special listening problem.

(Comment #2: I will elaborate somewhat. The three standards illustrate once again Bill’s impeccable taste in selecting

such numbers, as well as his uncanny ability to make the supposedly over-familiar, like “Summertime,” sound completely fresh

and to make it seem incredible that the relatively unfamiliar, like “Ev’rything I Love,” could have been overlooked by others.

The by now almost-a-standard Dave Brubeck composition, “In Your Own Sweet Way,” is usually treated as wispy and gentle;

Bill uncovers in it a virile, swinging strength. The “no-problems” Evans originals, brighter and brisker than one usually expects

from him, are no less lyrical than his norm—demonstrating that such “lyricism” is completely a matter of artistry and emotion,

and has nothing at all to do with tempo. “Walking Up” has a perfectly self-descriptive title; “34 Skidoo,” in addition to being

an outrageous Evans pun on a 1920s catch-phrase, points up the fact that this line rather daringly mixes 3/4 and 4/4 time;

“Show-Type Tune” both captures and kids the flavor of musical comedy music—Bill intended this name as only a temporary

working title, but I insisted that it was much too appropriate to throw away. ̶O.K.
I should say that most of the material was almost entirely new to us at the date. Although I had composed three of the songs,

T



I had not played them except very superficially and then not in trio context. The necessity of handling this sort of challenge is
something of which many people are unaware. Yet this degree of musicianship is commonly expected of the jazz musician.

(Comment #3: the problem Bill refers to is not only little understood, but is also one of the cruelest dilemmas of jazz
recording today. It is most often encountered on “pick-up” dates, where the need to juggle busy and unconnected working
schedules makes a recording leader feel lucky to find the men he wants all in town and available on the same days: even one
rehearsal is a luxury, for the group to become really familiar with the music in advance is quite impossible. Even a working band
may not be any too well-drilled: they may have to spend most of their bandstand time filling requests for tunes previously recorded.
Or, as in the present case, the group may simply not have been able—for one reason or another—to work together long enough
or often enough to build a large repertoire of brightly-polished, fully worked-out numbers. Thus, quite often, it is the innate skill
of the musicians involved, plus their understanding of and empathy towards each other that must make the difference between
a sloppy or routine recording and a successful one. But for such reasons, Bill Evans sessions like these can overcome such
practical, unfortunate hurdles. It also helps, I must add, for the A&R man to keep his eyes off the clock and not try to rush the
musicians through the date. ̶O.K.

These sessions represent the first recording done by me following the Village Vanguard date which was a record of the final
hours of the trio comprised of Motian, the late Scott LaFaro and myself. A little over a year had passed since then and five
months of intermittent work with Chuck Israels on bass had renewed my interest in developing a group. Chuck’s playing always
has a bright moving pulse and in retrospect I can see how much of a contribution this was to our sound. Perhaps you may hear
this difference in the overall feeling of this trio if you are familiar with that of the former. Along with this quality, Chuck also
rapidly, almost immediately, began the musical interplay which I had hoped he would want to develop, given the opportunity.

Paul Motian seems destined to play the role of the man who creates a tremendous vacuum when not present, but who, it
seems, lacks the appreciation he deserves from the general public. If it is not too much for your imagination, try to listen for a
while blanking out the drums and I think you’ll see what I mean.

There seems little else to say other than my sincere wish that you find some measure of enjoyment in the music herein and
to express my gratitude to Bill Schwartau for his superlative engineering and to Orrin Keepnews for his countless goodnesses. 

(Comment #4: Bill Schwartau is a superlative recording engineer; undoubtedly one important reason for this is that he, like
my usual co-worker Ray Fowler and a very few others, is able to listen with his soul as well as his ears—a very essential quality
in the men whose dial settings have so much to do with how a musician’s efforts are transmitted to you. As for “goodnesses,”
I’m not quite sure what that means; but I do know it has always made me feel good to participate in a Bill Evans session, which
is a mild way of saying that I appreciate and enjoy the opportunity of working in the presence of authentic genius. O̶.K.

These notes appeared on the original album liner.

Bill Evans—piano

Chuck Israels—bass

Paul Motian—drums

Original recordings produced by Orrin Keepnews

Recorded by Bill Schwartau at Sound Makers, Inc., 

New York City; May 17, May 29, and June 5, 1962

Original cover design by Ken Deardoff

Reissue produced by Nick Phillips

24-bit Remastering—Joe Tarantino (Joe Tarantino Master-

ing, Berkeley, CA)

Booklet Notes by Doug Ramsey

Editorial—Rikka Arnold

Project Assistance—Abbey Anna, Chris Clough

Design—Andrew Pham



ill Evans’s return to full activity in
1962 came almost a year after
his celebrated trio recordings at

the Village Vanguard. Just ten days after that
classic “live” session, bassist Scott LaFaro had
died in a highway accident. Evans, deeply shaken,
eventually re-formed his trio with the same
drummer (Paul Motian) and Chuck Israels on
bass. Their first visit to a studio was for a dual
purpose: to make an all-ballad-tempo album,
Moonbeams, and this “normal” set at the
same time. It was producer Orrin Keepnews’s
thought that recording eight slow numbers in a
row might prove unduly enervating; accordingly,
the total two-album repertoire was inter-
spersed over three days of recording and the
net result was two excellent additions to the
Evans catalog.
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BILL EVANS—piano
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PAUL MOTIAN—drums
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